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NOW comes , Annabel K. Melongo, Pro Se, and respectfully asks this Honorable court to
issue a nunc pro tunc order correcting the court records for certain of her motions inadequately
filed . As grounds of this motion, the Defendant states:

1. Mr. Albukerk , the defendant's former attorney , filed the following motions on her
behalf :
a. Motion to Dismiss the computer tampering case alleging fraud and
perjury.
b. The Discovery Motion for the computer tampering case.
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c. The Motion To Appoint Computer Expert on the case .

2. These motions were not filed in the Cook County Criminal division but rather in the
"Civil Dept. " As a result, these motions don't appear in any of the computer tampering case's
court records .

3. To ensure consistency with what was said at various court hearings, among others,
that Mr. Albukerk would rewrite certain of these motions and argue them , the
Defendant prefers to have the records corrected instead of refiling the above
motions. Furthermore, refil ing these motions post Albuke rk's representation would
undermine certain statements the Defendant made in her motions, communications
and complaints.

WHEREFORE , the defendant respectfully asks this Honorable court to issue a nunc pro tunc
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order which would preserve the current filing dates , keep the consistencies of previous
statements and correct Mr. Albukerk's ineffective representation which he demonstrated by not
knowing where to properly file a motion belonging to a criminal case.

Defendant's lawyer
Atty . No.: 99500
Attorney For: Annabel K. Melongo
Address: P.O . Box 4734
City/State/Zip : Chicago, IL 60680
Telephone: 708-422-2562
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